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, THE EFFECTSOF SELECTEDMODERN
_-. TECIINOLOGICALCONCEPTS'ON THE

PERFO_-----_ND IIANDLING_CHARACTERISTICS
OF LTA VEHICLES

•_' Carmen J. Mazza" __'e

ABSTRACT: The results of an airship design sensitivity study, a :_
preiud_ to a more in-depth, impendingfollow-on analysis is presented.

A wide variety of airship design concepts, includingthe classicaland _high _ero-liftaugmented-hybridsare examined with regard to specific
technologicalimprovementsand consequentgains in performance,stabil-

"_'" ity and controland flyingqualities. Variations in size, payload,
. power required and airspeed are quantitativelyanalyzed for airships

representingaero-to=buoyantlift ratios of zero to 3.0 over a range

of technology improvements implying reduced drag, reduced structural
weight fractions and lighter, more efficient propulsion systems.

- Qualitatively, future airships are discussed in terms of stability, _
control and flyingqualities requirementsdictated by projected demands

•_ for vastly improved operational effectiveness and ease of handling.
Such topics include stabilityaugmentationsystems, load-alleviation
systems and total computer state-sensing and contrels management i

_ systems. It has been shown that, for the most part, highly refined ._
conventional design_ offer attractive gains in both performance and

, ease of handling. I_brid airships represent a good potential for
missions requiringthe transportof heavy payloads at higher airspeeds

,_', over shorterranges without the capabilityfor sustainedhover and
: vertical flight.

NOMENCLATURE

A = Aspect ratio
CD • Drag coefficient '_
CL = Aerodynamiclift coefficient
d = Maximumdiameter of' airship (ft) :_,
D = Vehicle air displacement (Ibs)

HP - llorsepower (550 _)
k = Burgess "inverse _rag factor"

2 v2/_
• (fordrag non-dimensionalized

CD Sre£. in co_tventional aircraft terms) ,i
La = Aerodynamic total lift = CL q S (lbs)
Lb • Buoyant lift (Ibs)

I • Overall lengthof airship (ft) :__
pCD • Percentage change in drag coefficient
Pwf • Percentage change in wf
Pwp • Percentage change in Wp

.............. _ . o

* Head, Flight Dynamics Branch, Naval Air Development Center, ,_
_arminster, Pennsylvania,U.S.A.
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q ffi Dynamic pressure = 1/2 fair V2 (Ibs/ft 2)
R = Range (naut. miles)

_ Sw ffiMain lifting surface area of hybrids (ft2)
tm = Mission duration {hrs.)
V ffiTotal volume of airship (ft3}

.... , VGAS = Volume of buoyant gas (ft 5)
v = Airspeed (ft/sec)

i _I ffiWeight of air and gas (Ibs)
._ I W2 ffiWeight of structure (inner and outer} (Ibs)

i li W3 = Weight of ballast, crew and misc. (lbs)
i' W4 • Weight of propulsion system (incldg. engines, fuel, etc.) (Ibs)

I W5 • Weight of payload (Ibs)
Wnt = Component weight fraction = i)

wf = Specific fuel consumption (Ibs/HP hr)
: w = Propulsion system weight per unit power (lbs/ltP)

_, ffi Mass density (slugs/ft 3) r• _eight density ffig (Ibs/fto)

:' FOREWORD

The material contained in this paper has been drawn, in part, from a current Naval

i Air Development Center Study entitled, "Advanced Technology Airships: Feasibility
' for Naval Application", tasked by the Naval Air Systems Command H.Q., Washington, D.C.

(AIR-03P3). The scope of the Center study includes the examination of LTA vehicles
for military applications with emphasis on the Naval ,_ort/surveillance mission as

a tentative design reference. Included as a final output of this year's effort will
be a technical parametric data base for a variety of LTA concepts, associated cost

,' projections and an analysis of several other candidate Naval missions for Lighter-
, than-Air Vehicles.

_. Despite the interest in the feasibility aspects of the study, a position will not be
/; adopted until late in the investigative period. Therefore, a smaller but nonetheless
_ interesting segment of the Center study has been selected for this LTA Workshop paper.

BACKGROUND

Airships compiled an impressive record commercially and militarily, both for scope
of endeavor and safety during their operations; first by Germany durin_ lqWI, through
the commercial years of the twenties and thirties and finally by the WJnited States

Navy, which terminated airship operations in the early sixties. Throughout a period
of over thirty-five years of de_'elopment the airships evolved from the fragile and
short-lived LZ.I of Count Zeppelin in 1900 to the magnificent LZ.127 Grail Zeppelin

of 1928 and finally the ill-fated LZ.129 Hindenburg, representing the pinnacle of
airship technology, which exploded and burned at her mooring mast at Lakehurst on
6 _lay 1957. The llindonburg disaster signifies for many the unequivocal end of the

rigid airship as a practicable airborne vehicle. However, it is more realistic to
recall that Germany, which contained by far the strongest nucleus of airship technology,
was forced to exclude the airship from further development because of a _ack of
"_ium and because of pressing commitments to develop her heavier-than-air power for

Le impending WWlI. Having built 138 airships, most of which were technologically
highly successful, Germany brought an abrupt halt to the technology by destroying the

Hindenburg's sister ship the LZ.130 Graf Zeppelin If, the facilities and all
peripheral airship equipment then based at Friedrichshafen. Until recently no nation

with the potential capability to follow through with a major airship program has
attempted seriously to assume responsibility to carry on the development of a modern
rigid airship.
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The airship has long been seen, although somewhat skeptically, as an attractive Anti- _
Submarine Warfare (ASW) platform because of its long endurance and considerable pay- :_

"! load capability. However, considerations of low speed, vulnerability and all-weather
_ performance have in the past offset these assets. Today, however, _ith the applica- _'

tion of modern technologies in materials, avionics systems, propulsive systems,

_ structural design, stability aad control and meteorology the airship is again being
considered _ecmlse _ts _otentlal #or sustained and effective surveillance appears to "

_ be well-matched to todays' threat. In fact, the ASW Search and Surveillance Program

Advisory Board sponsored by NAVMAT 03, concluded in November 1972, in their summary _
report that "Airships warrant another look in light of current trends in sensors,

operating missions, and the threa_". ._.

' The U. S. Navy, as in the past, is once more considering the rigid airship as a means _ ;of potentially satisfying _ mmber of future mission roles. In 1968 a parametric
study of conceptu_l LTA vehicles was completed by the Goodyear Aerospace Corp. for _

the N,val Air Development Center (reference I). The conclusions arrived at in the !

.. wo=k of reference I still stand as an indication of the technical feasibility and
"_ operational attractiveness of the modern LTA vehicle and further, point out the need

for serious research and development to achieve more nearly optimum and operationally

: effective airships.

INTRODUCTION ,_

There are a number of technologies which, during the past forty years since airship
design has been laid to rest, have advanced to a point of offering a modern dirigible

: "obvious" benefits. Such technologies as structural mechanics, materials and even
meteorology belong in this category. Another technological branch which has grown

very rapidly within the same period which offers perhaps less obvious benefits is i
aerodynamics; including stability, control and handling qualities. Several aero-
dynamic concepts have evolved from development work in low-speed boundary layer

_ control alone which could be applied to reduce drag and ,ender control surfaces more :_: effective on a future airship. Likewise, developments in the field of airborne real-
time digital flight control systems can potentially provide not only direct control

of an LTA vehicle but could be of great benefit in presenting the pilot and crew
with a continuous, up-dated status of the location and amount of ballast and valving
gas available for retrimming the ship at any time.

This paper reviews the advantages of the following specific aerodynamic and stability
and control concepts and/or considerations with regard to performance and overall
handling qualities of future airships.

a. uD . .O timal Aerod namic Shapes; including the classical symmetrical/cylindrical
shape, a derivatzve t_erof and the lifting body/hybrid configurations.

b. _ugmented Lift and Maneuvering Devices; i.e., the use, primarily, of
thrusting'devices for augmenting buoyant lifting and aerody.,amic controls.

c. Boundarf La_er Control; as a means for improving the aerodynamic efficiency :of the ve_icle and for improving the effectiveness of aerodynamic control surfaces.

d. Autolatic Flight Control and Stability Augmentation Systems; including
automatic trimming functions, ioad-_leviation functions, stability augmentation

and total computer state-sensing and controls management systems.

Although limited in scope quantitatively (primarily due to the short span of time
since this study was initiated but certainly also due to a lack of hardened
experience in the, perhaps lost, art of airship design), the objectives of this
paper are to; I, point out the advantages of the more practicable, least-risk

5
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modern technologicalwares and concepts afforded to the rigid airship now, 2,
communicatethe U. S. Navy's commitmentto ascertain the feasibilityoir-L'TAfor

-. future mission roles and 3, stimulatethe thinking and communicationamong those
: who will comprise the new airship technologicalcommunity.

CONCEPT61_LDESIGNS

_ Four genericallydifferentdesign concepts have been chosen for analysis. These are
illustratedin Figure I and are identifiedas: A. Classical, B. _odified Classical,
C. Delta and D. Wing-Augmented.

A. CLASSI_L.__ "

• _

L

_. .o

PlGUR[ I. AIRSHIP DESIGN CONCEPTS*
_, CONVENTIONAL TO HY|RID

Designs A through D represent a reasonable cross-sectlonof the spectrumof both old
and recently disct,ssed and nroposed concepts. They range from the neutrally-buoyant
(La/Lb - 0), optimum finenessratio cylindricaltype to the high lift-augmented
(La/Lb = 2 to 3) °'Megalifter"(seereference 2) hybrid type.

The aerodynamiccharacteristicsof concepts C and D are as significantlydifferent
from either the classical or modified-classicaldesigns as are the missions to
which such progressivedesigns might be usefully applied. In general, the power
requirementsfor the high liftingbody and hybrid classes of airships ri_e rapidly
with increasingdeparturc from the classicalform thereby tending to reduce signifi-
cantly the range over which reasonably large payloads may be carried. Such designs
as the delta and wing-augmentedtypes invariablypreclude a VTOL and hover capability
as well; a characteristiclong consideredhighly useful in conventionalairships.
llowever,the comparisonof these characteristics(and others as wet1) among concepts
A through D will be presented in more explicit terms below.

Since the primary objectiveof this paper is to determine the advantagesof applying
improved technologyto the airship,a referenceclassicaldesign was chosen about
which to perturbate the design parameters and the consequent improvementsin
performance.

_n airship of circular lateral cross-sectionwith parallel mid-body and assumed
ellinticalnose and aft-body longitudinalcross-sectionswas chosen and sized to a
total volume of 10,O00,O00ft3. This airship, referred to herein after as the
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'_asic design", is intended to represent approximately a 1930 state of technology. ,:_

Figure 2 presents a two-view drawing of the basic design and a summary of its charac-
teristics.
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FIGURE2. 1WO-VIIMDPAWINGANOGENERAL _ /
CIMIIACTERISTICSOf REFERENCE :_
CONVENTIONAl.AIRSHIPDESIGN

Z

PERFORMANCEANDSIZING TRENDS *!

In order to show the potential advantages of reducing drag, structural weight and
propulsion system weight (regardless of means) the basic (conventional) design was
perturbated using a range of improvements believed to be representative of the
current technology. Volume, power, airspeed and range are indicated over the
assumed range of improvements in drag and component weights.

To provide some insight into the possible advantages afforded by severe shape changes
it was decided to examine, as a class, those airships which employ either lifting
bodies or surfaces to deriv_"a-slgn_'_'ficant percentage of their teal lifting capability.
Such airships can be considered to be represented by a range of designs varying from
concepts B to D previously introduced.

Trends in ConventionalAirships

All performancecalculationsfor this and the followingsection on lift-augmented
airships were made to preliminarydesign levels of accuracy. Several assumptions

_, were made to "lump",respectively,drag contributions,propellerefflciencies,
variationsin power output and propulsionsystem factors and weight components
in order to facilitaterapid calculationof the trends. It is believed that the ) :
results arrived at are in no way significantlycompromisedby the assumptionsmade. _
On the contrary,the simplisticapproach taken in these calculations is neccssary
to gain a quick, quantitative feel for the design sensitivities in order to plan for *._
more effectivefollow-onanalyses.

One of the limitationsof airships,viewed as seriousby many, is airspeed. Airspeeds
were usually in the SO to 70 kts range; very slow by comparisonwith today's

aircraft standards. In attemptingto increase the speed, for instance,of a _ +:
I0,000,000ft3 conventionalairship from 70 to 90 kts we see in figure 3 that the -,+

p total horsepower required more than doubles; and for yet another 10 kts the power _
more than triples. Ilowever, additional speed attained through increased power
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"_ yields quickly to diminished returns with regard to payload since, in this case, a
_:.... one to one tradeoff must be made between every pound of additional propulsion system
_-- and fuel weight and the payload.

:. V* D aIwll-, ,,, ANII_ooko Imol '

O0 10 20 30 40 50 tO 70 II0 qlOIDOI_
AIRSP[IEDIkls)

FIGURE3.SIZINGTRENOSOfCONV[I_IONAL
AIRSHIPS

') The payload would have suffered greater still because of the increased weight of a
stronger structure and outer covering to compensatefor the greater loads imposed on

,:' the airship Today more practical tradeoffs in power, speed and volume may be
possible through significant reductions in drag and structural weight and through
improvements in propulsion system characteristics.

• Equation (I), below, was obtained from reference 5. It provides a convenient form
= to relate the design factors of drag airspeed, power and propulsion system character-

istic_ to the sizing factors of volume, displacement and payload.
D2/3 v3

, air t

(I-WI'-W 2 -Ws' ) D ,,, (Wp �wfm) __ * Ws
(1)

Exercisingequation (I) about the characteristicsof the basic design (figure2)
the sensitivityof diminishingdrag on volume airspec_i,payload and power was
determined. Percentage changes in the drag coefficientCD (relatingto K) of -5,
-I0, -15 and -20 percent were conservativelychosen to representdrag reductions
which mlght be readily achieved through body design changes (submersedprotuberances
and re-shapingto minimize base drag).

Figure 4 (a through d) presents the results of first reducing drag (figure4 (a)),
reducingW2', wn and wf (figure4(b)), increasingpower (figure (c)) and finally,
in figure (d), bffectingall improvements. A total mission duration of 60 hrs
was kept constant. Only modest gains in airspeed are seen to be realized. Even
with a 20 percent reduction in drag only 5 kts additinnalspeed is gained.
Sacrificingpayload 50 percent only yields a total Cain in airspeed of S.5 kts.
Consideringimprovementsin both structural weight and propulsion system a total
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airspeed increase of over II kts or an improvement of 18 percent in airspeed can he
realized. Doubling the power to overcome the drag, the best airspeed that can be q

achieved (under the present assumptions) for a I0,000,000 ft 3 airship would be 87 kts _ ?
Can improvement of almost 40 percent), but for this, 20,000 lbs of payload would have :_ _

"" to be sacrificed. _
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_ Table I below presents a summary of the technology perturbations and the percentage
improvements in airspeed.

_i TABLEI
SUMMARYOF A_ IMPROVE_ENTS

(CONVENTIONAL'AI'RSIIIP)

StructuralFractioni
Figure Drag Propulsion Power Payload Airspeed -_-

(_2') (Wp,wf) CliP) (_S) (v)

4Ca) Basic _ 63.5 kts -
4Ca) -20_ Basic _" -_ 68.6 kts 8.0 _,
4(b) -20_ -30_ -25_ Basic _=-75.3 kts !18.6_
4(d) -20_ -30)_ =25_ +I00_, -20_ 87.0 kts 37_'

The most significantreductions in the drag of a conventionalrigid a_rship can be
achieved throughboundary layer control. Experimentsconductedon non-rigid (pressure)
airshipshave indicateda reductionof approximately 15 percent in, primarily,base
drag for small (V_ 1,000,0OOft3) designs employingpropulsionunits within a
circular shroud located at the approximatenormal flow separationpoint on the aft
section of the airship. The use of a large,active boundary layer control system
on a non-rigid airship is limitedto external design implementations. Such external
systems can introducesignificantdrag components in themselves. It appears that i_
boundary layer control is to be accomplishedeffectivelythe system must be des_,ned
withxn the hull envelope. It is believed that such "submerged'systems for rigid
airships could yield drag improvementsapproaching25 to 30 percent if designed in
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+ I conjunctiop with aerodynamically cleaner hulls.

; _ One such design is conceptually shown in figure 5.

' /+.
f

; ?

L •
+-

.!

,+:

FtGt,f_5. OOLINOARYLAYerOGIGNCONCEPTCOMPRISINGSUCTTONANOSTIHqN
PItlOPIH, S|ON

_ Depicted is a boundary layer control system comprising suction in the region of
normal flow separation and stern propulsion which, in-turn, aids in maintaining

+_ the momentum of the flow near the base of the airship. If feasible with regard
to other considerations, i.e,, _eight distribution, structural design and duct

'+ losses this _ystem affords considerable attraction in that it also improves the
flow in the vicinity of the high aspect ratio tri-tailed empennage shown also in the
illustration, lligher energy flow which is less disturbed in the region of the fins

, could yield higher control powers wlth reduced tail areas as well as improved static
stability.

_aintaining the I0,000,000 ft 3 '_asic design" volume and payloa0 it is projected
that the speed of conventional airships utilizing the above new technology or its
derivatives could well surpass I00 kts.

Trends in Aero-l,ift-Augmented Airships

A new class of airships have been 1,roposed in recent years which combine aerodynamic
lifting with buoyant lifting in an attempt, primarily, to gain airspeed and improve
payload capacity. Such aero-lift-augmented airships derive aerodynamic lift either
integrally through high-lifting hull designs or externally through the addition of
lifting surfaces on an otherwise classical appearing hull (fuselage). This class of
airships may be generally represented by design concepts ranging from B to D
previously shown in figure I.

To examine the sensitivity of sizing and performance factors of aero-llft-au_mented
airships the parameter La/L b (the ratio o¢ aerodynamic to buoyant llft) was intro.
duced into equation (I) along with other terms reflecting induced drag, increased
structural weight fraction and hull/lifting-surface interference drag. liquating the
total weight of thc hybrid to the lift we obtain
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W1 2 + W3 �I¢4 * W_ = La * D (2)

where D = Lh is the displacement of the airship portion of the hybrid, exclusive of
the displacement of lifting surfaces which are considered negligible. In expanding ._

• . equation (2) a number of useful relationships maerge in addition to the final _
expression sought for La/Lb = f (5izlng + Performance Factocs). A short derivatior
is given below.

, Expanding (2) and dividing by Lb:

(Wp + wftm)llP La

_. tel'* W2' * W3' * 0 * WS' - _ * I (3) "

lq#',

The power required is assumed equal to the basic airship drag plus the induced drag
of the main lifting surfaces. In addition, a 20 percent increase in basic hull drag _'

¢

was assumed to account for the zero-iift drag of the lifting surfaces and the wing/ I
hull interference drag. Induced drag was optimistically ass_ed equal to the

"_ theoretical miniu through the expression La ,_

i Induced drag • qWA (4)

_ The horsepower can then be expressed as,

Substituting (5) into (3) and rearranging we obtain the final sizing equation,

, , , r" ,_[6.67_air v2

Wl "w2 "w3 " k

CLb) , La
• * WS • * I C6)

The acre-lift augmented airships were examined over a range of augmentation ratios
(La/L b) of zero to 2.0. A wing loading tLa/Sw) for the hybrids of 35 lbs/ft 2 and an
aspect ratio (A) of 8.0 was assumed constant throughout the calculations. An overly

optimistic specific fuel consumption of 0.4S was assmned to represemt an average _,
modern technology engine of unspecified type. llowever, the l_lTlaKweight factor,

Wp, was conservatively chosen at 6.0 lbs/llP and may offset the low specific fuel
consumption. The structural weight fraction wa3 varied lineraly from 0.2 to 0.4
over an La/Lb range of zero to 3.0 i.e.,

, La

W2 • 0.2 * .065 (_-b) (7)

to account for an increase in the structural weight of these airships with increasing i
Nro-lLftaugmentation ratio. A nominal zero lift hull drag factor of k * 70.6

(corresponding to a PCD • -101) was assumed.

In elmer to select a reasonable mission duration for the hulk of this brief analysis

the payload and augmentation ratio was computed for tm - 10, 20 and 30 hrs over a i
range of LalLb of zero to 3.0. The airspeed and hull volume assumeu were, respective,*y,
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"_' ISO kts and 7,000,GO0 ft 3. Figure 6 shows the resultant plot.

1,200 , i , , , i v , , i , m , i , , . i . , , I

'+ tramS/. V • J_)Okf_ |0 Hf
I.OOC VHULL • 7, 000,(300 ft 3

_' _0 CO0= 20

+' _ 600

30 __

o 400
Q.

_,. 200

0 ,
• 0.5 tO ,.5 2.0 2+5 &O

AERO -LIFT - AUGMENTATION, Lo/ Lb
• FIG. 6 VARIATION OF AERO'LIFT'AUGMENTATION NATIO

AND MISSION TIME ON PA'fLOADCAPACITY FOR
HYBRID AIRSHIPS

The payloads obtainable for the assumed conditions are seen to be sizeable and are
sensitive to both La/L b and mission time. It was decided to choose a t m • 20 hrs
despite proposed mission times approaching 50 hrs for the pure hybrids (the larger
mission times being selected undoubtedly to gain economic cargo-carrying feasibility).L

+_+ Figure 7 (a through c) presents the trends in payload, size and power for varying•. La/Lb and for each of three assumed airspeeds, i.e., 75, I00 and ISO kts. Referrinfz
once again to a "basic" hull volume of I0,000,000 ft 5 at 75 kts (figure 7 (a)) and
an La/L b • ].0 the payload capability is indicated to be 750,000 Ibs; almost I0
times the payload capability of a conventional airship at 75 kts.
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Ilowever, as higher speeds are demandedof the hybrid greater bull volumes and/or lar_.er
augmentation ratios are required to maintain equally impress"./e payloads. The ura_
rise incurred at the greater airspeeds is reflected in the t4.iitional po_'er (fuel and
power plant weight rising) rpquired and c_nsequently higher hull volumes. The trends, _ '
it will be recalled are similar for conven*.ional airships but are of an order of
magnitude less. This analysis gives no accurate indication of an optimum augmentation
ratio for hybrid airships however, for payloads neighborinR a h_If-mil]ion hounds an
La/Lb of 1.7 and a hull volume no greater than I0,000,000 ft 3 are indicated. Figure 8
clearly shows that to maintain payload capability at increased airspeeds the lift
augmentation ratio _ust rise.

".tU',".i _ '"
t • 4--D-_ * m- ¢

....... f-

I-
I
AIRSJ__!

FIGUREt- VAIUArlO_IOFAUCJ_TATIONRATIOANOAIRSMBDON
PA'u1OACFORA ;IYED VOLUMEHYBRIDAIRSHIP

; STABILITY, CONTROLAND ilA_DLINGCIIARACTERI$,'ICS

.. A quotation from reference 4 by Max _. qunk addressing the to_ic of airship
maneuvering reminds us clearly of the fundamental necessity for stability in airships.

"Bare airship hulls are immaneuverable, and b_re spindle shaped arrows h: ,e been
known since time imemo-ial to f'y unsatisfactorily. The remedy has likewise been
known since before the dawn of history - the spind_'e is provided with fins near _ts
rear end, flexible feathers for arrows, and more substantial ones for airship hulls."

In this section variou_ topics in stability, control and handling qualities will bz
considered with regard to the impact modern technology may have on them. ,_o
quantitative data has been provided with which to supgort the projectinns postulated.
Considerable attention is yet to be directed toward the "maneuvering" of a modern
Maval airship as this is a topic which bears heavily on the future operationa_
success of all Lighter Than _ir vehicles.

Basic Stabilit_ and Control

The airship, regardless of the actual shape or size to which it may ._nmed,_vevolve,
will always be a slow-responding and funda_entally difficult v_hicle to maneuver
without stability auR_entation/anticipatory devices. The bare hull character,_tics
of the classical (convcntlona;) airship are unstable but ea-_ily "remedied" with
suitably designed fins. Reference 4 and others relate the absence of _nod
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theoretical techniques with which to design the fins for minimum drag and acceptable
levels of static st _ility. We can assume that if little theory was available for '_

.r designingthe fins _ven lesswas _vailablefor designingoptimum controlpower into
_' the control surfaces. Nothing w,o knwon back in the 1920's and 3O's concerning the

• design of dynamic systems using pilnt/vehicleclosed-loopsystems analysis; giving
rise to much empiricismin design (someof which continuestoday). The intrcduction :i

' of higher liftingbodies for the hulls of future airships will undoubtedlybe
_ accompaniedby additionalproblems in static stability. The delta airship (concept /

c xn figure I) is _sually severelyunstable in pitch and requires careful mass '_
distritutionin order to achieve acceptablestaticmargins. The hybrid airship should
be more designmanageablewith regard to providinggood static stabilitysince there

. is so_e freedom in locating the center of pressure of th_ wing relative to the hull's
"r centerof buoyancy and the overallvehicle's cente- of gravity.

DirectThrust Maneuverin$ _:

It appearsalmost certain that future airshipswill not employballasting as a means "
"L-., for providingattitudetrim. It is desirableto eliminatethe use of ballast ¢

entirelybut this may not be possible due to its role, along with gas valving, in
providingaltitude trim as well. To insuremore positive, faster respondingcontrol >

_ _' for both trimming and maneuveringdirect, vectorablethrust controlwill undoubtedly
e_ergeas a practicablecontroldesign. Direct, vectorable thrust control can

- ,. provide active control throughout the entire flight envelope of the airship but will
be especiallyuseful in ground proximityoperationssuch as takeoff, landingand

- off-loading/on-loadingcargo. The most efficien_manner by which tc effect such '
( controlwould be to incorporateit with the main propulsion system, vice a, auxiliary

system. _ch has been learnedthroughoutthe past 20 years of VSTOL airc aft
' development which can be directly transferred to airship control technology. Deflect-

ed slipstream, tilt-propellor, vectored jet-thrust and many more concepts common tv
_ the great variety of VSTOLaircraft car be considered in searching for available

_. airship control system. The necessity and operational attractiveness of automatic
_T flightcontrolsystems in ai:_hips will do much to force the use of vectorable

controlsbecause of their responsecompatibility (transferringballast is a slow-to-
,. respond process and not a reliablyrepeatableone).

Computer State Sensing and AutomaticManagement of Controls

Dr. H. Eckner, in his writt., piloting instructionsfor the flight personnel of the
airship "Delag" (reference Sj often cites the awesome consequences of "inattentive-
ness" on the part of the airship captain and the flight crew. The successful
operation of airships required the highly skillful sensing of crucial airship/ .:
environmentstates and managementof controls. All records, it is certain, are not
clear concerning the 'oss o¢ airships due to pilot/crew error but it can be reason-
ably assumedthat a large percentageof airship accidentswere primarilydue to such
causes.

At the nucleus of an airshi7 automaticflight control system will be a modest, real-
time, airbornedigital computer (within the current state of technology). _ae

computerwill serve to receive all data related to (I) trim state, (2) fuel and gas
states, (3) translationaland angularmotion states, (4) environmentalstates,
(5) structural load states, and (6) pilot control commands. All of these and _ore
(such as navigational, meterolagical, etc, data) will be sensed at frequencies up to
and possiblygreater than 20 times each second. 'rheinformationwill he processed
and signalscontinuouslyoutputtedto drive (I) stabilityaugmentationsystems,
(2) flight-director displays, (3) crew-station monitors, (4) altitude anti attitude
hold modes, (5) load alleviation systems, (6) gust alleviation systems and (7)
specific flight path maneuvering (for approaches to landing, docking, etc.). All
of the above automatic functions are available for use in the modern airship. Some,
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and probably most, will become an absolute necessity. Figure 9 provides a functi,.n_! ,-_

d_agram of a conceptual auton_tlc flight control system for a modern airship.
t

"$_IIM$ DRIV_

STA_5ENSZ_, ;TASIUWAUGMm'TAn_
SYSTEM

_,_ TRIM "_ FLIGHTOIR[CTOR

._ DISPLAYS

FUEL& GAS CREWSTATION
¢ MONITORS

MOTION _ _ ALTrnJDE& ATI"JlUDE '"HOLD

ENVIRONMEMI'AL LOADALLEVIATION
SYSTEM

$TRi'C1URALLOADS: GUSTALLEVIATION
"" SYSTEM

PILOTCOMMANDs FLIGHTPATHCONTROL '
_ SYSTIE_

FTGURE9. FUNCTTONALD_AGRAM:AIRSHIPSTATESENSINGAND
CONTR(OMANAGEMB_'T5YST1EM

Simulation and Handling Qualities Requirements

Another beneficial advantage which the designers of modern airships will enjoy in

comparison with their 1930 predecessors will be the use of piloted simulation. Flight

_,% _: simulation has advanced over the past decade to the point where its use has become

I an indispensable aid in the development of all of today's aircraft. The statics and

':' dynamics of airships are no less complicated than is the static and dynamic behavior

of a modern airplane. It is interesting to note that the flight simulation of
: airships will, in all probability, require far less sophistication with regard to

; visual outside-world displays and motion displacement. Modest display systems and

moil _n bases of only limited angular and translational displacement and speed of

response will be required.

It is expected that serious simulation efforts will soon get underway to begin

providing designers with the guidance, now totally lacking, concerning stability,

control and handling qualities requirements for a range of airship classes. The

cost and time required for the successful development of an airship more than

warrants serious attention to the systematic development of flight dynamics design i

requirements.

CONCLUS IONS

This paper clear]y represents only the bare beginning of a vast amoun_ of research

_ and eventually development which must be undertaken by government and indu.ctry al Ik,,

in order to build up an airship technology base which has been neglected now foi"

over thlrty-flve years.

Airships representing a drastic departure from the classical form have bee. examin,.d

(albeit briefly) and found to promise attractive performance characterL_t icq for

_ equally nor-classlcal missions. The effect of a radical change in shape (typified
by the aerodynamic flit-augmented hybrids) has been found to add to the d,,,_Igt_

problems not_nally associated with the conventional airships all of th,- pr-blems (_nc',
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_>re) associated with the design of heavier than air aircraft as well. Aero-lift

augmentation ratios in the vicinity of 1.7 for a ten million cubic foot hull volume

were found to yield a hybrid airship capable ot carrying half-milllon pound payloads

at speeds of over 150 kts. Concepts such as these and many others which were not

_ discussed in this paper offer potential advantages to both the military and co,mmrclal

cormmunities and as such should be regarded as serious candidates for future Lighter
:_ Than Air vehicles.

/ By far, the least risk, shortest development time and higbest payoff airship for

I Naval applications appears to be a highly modified form of the classical design. ,'

This position, though admittedly premature, is founded principally on the basis

of tbe necessity for very lengthy mission durations, an acceptance of modest

improvements in speed (v _ 120 kts), respectable improvements in payload _"

(_ I00,000 ibs) and reliance on an established operational experience base with this

i class of airships. It: has been shown that modern technological improvements can
readily yield such airships without the necessity of assaulting entirely new

_" o-"" technological problems
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